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IEEE AI IT Ar ficial Intelligence Symposium  

November 3, 2023, 6 am PDT  

Live Stream Sea le Washington  

 

Find the latest trends in AI Ar ficial Intelligence. How is AI learning on its own? How are humans preparing 

for the future of AI? With ChatGPT taking over vast amounts of knowledge forming technology find out all 

the latest applica ons of ChatGPT, and how codes are being wri en. Amazon and Microso  are teaming 

up to provide new and innova ve AI applica ons.  

Ar ficial intelligence is taking the world by surprise. Just like in the movies we saw 5 to 10 years ago the AI 

is taking over our daily life (Terminator). How is this possible? What codes are we using that makes this all 

possible. Who is the brainchild behind ChatGPT. This conference will get to the route of the master coders 

to enable such intelligence to form on its own by a bunch of ones and zeros. Also find out how this 

technology is escala ng faster than humanly thought possible with the new quantum theory of an infinite 

number of selec ons based on color. Find out the latest on Machine Learning, protocol so ware and 

cybersecurity. Is AI crea ng its own code? Is AI really learning on its own? How are we humans preparing 

for the future of AI. Is AI able to stop cyber criminals. Where do we see AI and the human civiliza on 10 

years from now 2033? Don't miss this great event. Speak with AI scien sts, engineers, and data analysts.  

AI Is this Ar ficial Intelligence real? How did we get to this point and where do we see AI taking us in 5 to 

10 years? Find out today!  

Register at: h ps://events.vtools.ieee.org/m/375840   

  


